
Collège de Montceaux – FDUPERRAY          SCHOOL SUBJECTS - Video extracts from ‘Harry Potter’                                                                                                      

 Video extract n°1: the …………………………………………………class 

-The scene takes place at   Montceaux Secondary school   Christ Church College in Oxford                            

 Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry                                                                                                     

- Who are the two main characters? ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………                         

-Why are they running into the classroom? ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………      

-What class is it?  potions     divination      transfiguration     flying                                                  

-How do you know? Explain!  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Video extract n°2:  the …………………………………………………class 

-What class is it?  potions     divination      transfiguration     flying lesson                                             

-Describe the teacher (physical description + personality traits) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

-Link the sentences: 

                                                                               loves the lesson and admires the teacher.  

                                                                                is listening and writing in his  notebook. 

HARRY POTTER                                                   knows all the answers to the teacher’s questions. 

HERMIONE GRANGER                                         is the teacher’s favourite pupil or pet.                                

RON WEASLEY                                                   looks very scared and frightened. 

DRAGO MALEFOY                                                can’t answer the teacher’s questions.  

  Video extract n°3:  the …………………………………………………class 

-What does Madam Hooch teach?   spells     divination      levitation     flying        

-What do the pupils need for this lesson?  a broomstick   a magic wand   an exercise book   a 

feather 

- What must the pupils do for this lesson. Number the teacher’s instructions from 1 to  4                                  

N° ………  Mount their broom                                                                                                                                    

N° ………  Step to the left side of their broomstick                                                                                                   

N° ………  Kick off from the ground hard                                                                                                                 

N° ………  Stick their right hand over their broom and say ‘up’ 

 

 

 

 



-Link the sentences 

HARRY POTTER 

HERMIONE GRANGER                              can’t control his/her broomstick.  

RON WEASLEY                                         has no difficulty in this subject.  

NEVILLE LONGBOTTOM 

DRAGO MALEFOY 

 Video extract n°4:  the …………………………………………………class 

-What class is it?  herbology     divination      levitation     flying    

-Complete the definition: it is the ability to …………………………………………………………………………………      

-What do the pupils need for this lesson?  a broomstick   a magic wand   an exercise book   a 

feather 

- Which ‘magical spell’ must the pupils enunciate? ………………………………………………………………………………… 

- Who’s the best pupil in the class? Explain  …………………………………………………………………………………………because 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 Video extract n°5:  the …………………………………………………class 

-What class is it?  herbology     potions      levitation     transfiguration    

-The lesson takes place   in a classroom   in a greenhouse   outdoors 

-Fill in the blanks with the correct words: EARS/ DANGEROUS / EARMUFFS / FAINTS / RE-POT / 

CRY / MAGICAL 

In this extract the pupils study how to ……………………………………………a mandrake. It is a 

………………………………………………… plant which is very …………………………………………………….  Its ……………can be fatal. 

That is why the pupils must wear …………………………………………… to protect their …………………………. But 

Longbottom ……………………………………………….  

-Are the pupils enjoying the class? Why? …………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Extra question: Which lesson is your favourite? Why?  

 

 

            

 

 


